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The Financial Contracts Market
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Banks (and other financial institutions) use

financial contracts for both

• Speculation

• Insurance (hedging)

Many contracts are ”Over The Counter” 

(OTC) contracts, which are negotiated

agreements between a bank and another

bank (its counter party).

Increase risk

Decrease risk



The Term Sheet – the financial contract

• A financial contract is typically agreed upon on a so-called ”Term Sheet”.

• The term sheet specifies the financial flows (amounts, dates, etc.) and under 

which conditions a flow should happen.

• Flows can go in both directions.

• A derivative is a contract that depends on an underlying entity (e.g., a stock)
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Amortized Loan

$100,000 up front

$10,000 each month for 

12 months



Many Types of Financial Contracts are Traded
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Indexed Linked

Bonds

Bermudan

Options

Callable Range 

Accrual Notes

Chooser

Options

FX Options

Interest Rate 

Swaps

Himalyan

Options

Plain Vanilla

Options

Forward Rate 

Agreements

Inflation 

Swaps

Catastrophy

Bonds

Credit Default 

Swaps (CDS)

Variance

Certificates

Rainbow 

Options

FX Swaps



How do the Banks Keep Track?

• Many Problems:

– Financial contracts need management

• fixings, decisions, corporate actions, …

– Banks must report daily on their total value of assets

– Banks must control risk (counterparty risk, currency risk, …)

– Banks need to know about future cash flows

• A Solution:

– Specify financial contracts in a domain specific language!

– Use a functional programming language (e.g., ML)
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Algebraic

properties

Simple reasoning



The SimCorp XpressInstruments Solution
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Instruments are specified in an instrument modeling language

Once loaded, a portfolio

manager may instantiate

an instrument to create

contracts.

The instrument knows

what input to ask for.

Instrument specific input

Wall-to-wall (Front Office, 

Middle Office, Back Office)

contract management
LexiFi

Technology

Inside!!



The SimCorp XpressInstruments Solution

• Instruments are written by 

SimCorp consultants or by 

banks themselves:

• Newly written instruments 

may be loaded into the 

system instantaniously

• Notice: Arbitrary short 

time-to-market
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Instrument IDE



Constructing Contract Management Software in Standard ML

Basics:
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Observable: algebra over 

measurable time-changing 

entities (e.g., Carlsberg stock)

In reality, there are, of 

course, more currencies…



The Contract Language as a Standard ML Datatype
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Flow of one unit
Acquire the underlying

contract at specific date



Example Financial Contracts
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Amortized Loan

30,000 up front

11,000 each month for 3 

months

Notice: flows in 

different currencies

All

Give

Flow 
30000

Flow 
11000

Flow 
11000

Flow 
11000



A Somewhat more Complex Example
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Meaning: Acquire at maturity the amount (in EUR), calculated as 

follows (P is price of Carlsberg stock at maturity): 

nominal * max(0, P – strike)



Now What?

• We have now defined some contracts, but what can we do with the 

definitions?

– Report on the expected future cash flows

– Perform management operations:

• Advancement (simplify contract when time evolves)

• Corporate action (stock splits, merges, catastrophic events, …)

• Perform fixing (simplify contract when an underlying becomes known)

– Report on the value (price) of a contract

– …
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Expected Future Cash Flows
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It is possible to define a 

function cashflows that 

collects information about 

the future cash flows of a 

contract.

When a contract

is given away, 

flows are inverted



Contract Management and Contract Simplification
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Output:

Observable

underlyings

may introduce

uncertainties

Contracts are simplified

due to calls to the fixing

function

Fixing also

advances

contract



Valuation (pricing)
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Output:

Notice: This model is 

a bit too simple – we

assume the FX-rate is 

constant…



What is Missing?

• Proper date handling (holidays, business conventions; Act/30, Act/Act, …)  

• Easy GUI specification

• More combinators (e.g., american optionality, dynamic dates, …)

• More functionality (e.g., accrual interest)

• Support for corporate actions and catastrophic events

• Well-formedness of contracts… Disallow acquire of flow in the past

• Proper stochastic models and underlying machinery (Sobol sequences

for monte-carlo simulations) for pricing and calibration

– Support for linking with external models (e.g., FINCAD)
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Conclusions

• Functional programming

– Is declarative: Focus on what instead of how

– Is value oriented (functional, persistent data structures)

– Eases reasoning (formal as well as informal)

– Eases concurrent processing (e.g., for improved parallelism)

• SimCorp not the only company (or bank) that has recognized the value of 

functional programming for the financial industry

– LexiFi (See ICFP’00 paper by Peyton-Jones, Eber, Seward)

• Engine is used by SimCorp!

– Jane Street Capital (focus on electronic trading)

– Societe Generale, Credit Suisse, Standard Chartered, …

– Contract ”Pay-off” specifications are often written in a functional style
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Appendix: Observable evaluation function
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Appendix: Observable Simplification

– preparing for Contract Management
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Appendix: Future Cash Flows
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Propagate scale factor to 

resolve amount

Observable

underlyings

may introduce

uncertainties

When a contract

is given away, 

flows are inverted



Appendix: Contract Simplification
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Complete contract simplifier.

Scale and Give constructors

are propagated downwards

and merged.

Acquire constructors are

resolved, given the argument 

date to simplify (d0).

The environment (E) is 

propagated to the observable

simplifier.



Appendix: Contract Management Using ”simplify”
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